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1. INTRODUCTION 
The estimation of states and parameters in noisy dynamical systems has 
important applications in identification, optimal and adaptive control. While 
this problem has been studied extensively for systems described by ordinary 
differential equations, relatively little has appeared for systems described by 
partial differential equations. Statistically rigorous approaches can be used 
in the case of linear distributed systems with white noise disturbances for 
filtering and smoothing. Various linear cases have been studied by 
Balakrishnan and Lions [l], Meditch [8], Pell and Aris [lo], Thau [14], 
Tzafestas and Nightingale [15, 161, and Kushner [5]. Analogous to the case 
of randomly disturbed nonlinear lumped parameter systems, exact filtering 
and smoothing solutions cannot be obtained for randomly disturbed nonlinear 
distributed parameter systems. Tzafestas and Nightingale [17] used differen- 
tial dynamic programming to derive a filter for nonlinear distributed systems 
with white noise disturbances in the volume and the observations. Lamont 
and Kumar [6] obtained a nonlinear distributed filter by invariant imbedding 
for spatially continuous measurements and unknown volume and observation 
disturbances. Seinfeld et al. [13] derived a filter for nonlinear distributed 
systems with unknown volume, boundary, and observation noise and spatially 
discrete observations. The noisy boundary inputs were assumed to be 
governed by stochastic ordinary differential equations, rather than entering 
the boundary conditions directly as additive noise. No previous studies have 
considered the recursive estimation (filtering) of constant parameters in the 
system and boundary conditions of distributed systems. 
In this study we derive least-square filtering, smoothing, and interpolation 
algorithms for states and parameters in nonlinear distributed systems with 
unknown additive volume, boundary, and observation noise with volume and 
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boundary dynamical inputs governed by stochastic ordinary differential 
equations. We define a least-square estimation criterion and convert the 
estimation problem into an optimal control problem, an approach first used by 
Detchmendy and Sridhar [2] for lumped systems and later by Seinfeld [12] 
and Lamont and Kumar [6] for distributed systems. In addition, the recursive 
estimation of constant parameters appearing in the system and boundary 
conditions can be readily handled. 
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
We consider the class of systems governed by the nonlinear partial dif- 
ferential equations, 
Xt(T, t) =.f(r, 4 x, XT 9 %T , 4)) + 51(r, t) (2.1) 
defined for t > 0 on the normalized domain (0, l), where x(r, t) is the 
n-vector state and tr(r, t) is an unknown n-vector volume disturbance. xt , 
X, , x,., denote ax/at, ax/&, and 8%/a 9, respectively. The I,-vector input u(t) 
is governed by 
$ = 4,4)> + L(t) (2.2) 
and the boundary conditions of the system are given by the s-vector (s < n) 
functions, 
gok x, 4 + 53(t) = 0 r = 0, (2.3) 
dt, x, x1. , W) + &4(t) = 0 r = 1, (2.4) 
with the Is-vector input b(t) governed by 
f = B(t, b(t)) + 55(t), (2.5) 
where ta(t), i = 2,..., 5, are independent zero-mean random processes with 
unknown statistical characteristics. We assume that in the absence of noise, 
fi = 0, i = l,***, 5, the problem (2.1)-(2.5) is well posed. Observations of the 
system consist of the m-vector y(r, t), related to the state by 
y(r, t) = &, t, x(r, t)) + ?k, t), P-6) 
where n(r, t) is an m-vector of unknown measurement noise. 
Based on the observations y(r, t) in the interval 0 < t < T and r E [0, 11, 
it is required to estimate x(r, t), u(t), and b(t) at some time tl . If t, = T, 
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this is the filtering estimate, and if to < t, < T, it is the interpolating estimate. 
For any admissible estimates, x(r, t), a(t), and b(t), 0 < t < T, which are 
continuous with piecewise continuous derivatives, the criterion of estimation 
is defined by the least-square error functional, 
p/T l1 ! Iis 0 o n (y6-T t> - h(r, t, x>>~Q(~, s, t) (y(s, t) - h(s, t, x)) dr ds 
.I 1 
-t !S w, t> -.f(r, 4 x, 3, , x,, , a(t>))T 0 0 
x W, s> t> MS, t) -AS> t, x, 3, , x,, > a(t)>) dr ds 
t (Y(O, t> - w, t, x))‘Q(O, 0, t) (y(0, t) - qo, t, x)) (2.7) 
+ go@, x9 dT w> go(t, x> 4 + g1(t, % xi- > qT R,(t) g1(4 x, x, 3 b) 
+ w> - 4,4)‘&(t) @(t> - 4, a)) 
+ (b(t) - B(t, QT J+,(t)(@) - B(t, b))/ dt. 
The weighting matrices Q(r, S, t), R,(r, s, t), Iii(t), i = 2 ,..., 5, are continu- 
ous with respect to their arguments and positive definite. Also Q(Y, S, t) and 
R,(r, s, t) are assumed symmetric with respect to r and s. The necessary 
positive-definiteness of the above weighting matrices in a quadratic error 
criterion of the form (2.7) has been shown by Lukes and Russell [l I] for the 
existence of an optimal control. In addition, if 
s 
’ R,(r, s, t) u(s, t) ds = O(Y, t) 
0 
(2.8) 
with an inverse operation 
then [17] 
s 
’ a,@, s, t) TJ(S, t) ds = U(Y, t) 
0 
(2.9) 
J’ ’ R,(r, s, t) &(s, p, t) ds = 6(r - p). 0 (2.10) 
In what follows we denote &(r, s, t) by J?;‘(r, s, t). 
I f  we desire to estimate constant parameter vectors a and b appearing in 
the volume and boundary conditions, it is only necessary to let A(t, a) = 0 
and B(t, b) = 0 in (2.2) and (2.5). It will be seen this is the proper way of 
treating the recursive estimation of constant parameters in partial differential 
equations, i.e., through the definition of auxiliary ordinary differential 
equations of the form (2.2) and (2.5). 
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3. OPTIMAL LEAST-SQUARE FILTERING 
The filtering problem is to determine X(Y, T), u(T), and b( 2’) such that the 
functional (2.7) is minimized. We reformulate this problem as an optimal 
control problem, an approach with the advantage of not requiring statistical 
assumptions on the disturbances [2]. We desire to minimize I with respect to 
X(Y, t), Ul(Y, t), u,(t), i = 2 ,...) 5, 
I= f: I/;[: My, t) - h(y, t, x>)‘Q(y, s, t) (Y(s, t) - h(s, t, 4) dy ds 
1 ( Y, s, t) u&, t) dy ds + (~(0, t) - h(O, t, x))’ (3.1) 
x Q(0, 0, 0 (~(0, 4 - W, t, 4) + i G(t) J&(t) ui(t)/ dt 
i-2 
subject to the constraints, 
Xt(Y, t) =f(y, 4 x, x, > x,, 7 a) + Ul(Y, t), 
da 
-& = -qt, a) + u&), 
goo, x7 4 + %O) = cl Y = 0, 
g1(t, x, x, > b) + U&) = 0 Y= 1, 






Note that the initial and terminal states are free, since we will not in general 
know the initial states, X(Y, 0), a(O) and b(0). The necessary conditions for 
optimality for (1 l)-( 16) can be obtained from the Euler equations and trans- 
versality conditions, and are 
Xt(Y, t) =f(y, 4 x, x, ? x,7- 9 a) - : s 
’ R;'(Y, s, t) h(s, t) ds, (3.7) 
0 
go(t, x, 4 - 8 Jm) POW = 0, (3.8) 
g1(4 x, x, , 8 - 4 KY4 4) = 0, (3.9) 
$ = A(t, a) - + q(t) 7(t), (3.10) 
g = B(t, b) - ; &l(t) u(t), (3.11) 
b(y, t) = 2 ,: h,?, t, 4 Q(y, s, t) (Y(s, t) - W, t, 4) ds 
(3.12) 
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di- 
z=- oa .c 
‘f ?i(r, t) dr - AoT7, 
du 
z= - B,‘o - g&d% 
h(r, 0) = h(Y, T) = 0, 
T(0) = T(T) = 0, 
a(0) = a(T) = 0, 
d&PO - fL> + [f3CjQ - 2CQ(O, 0, t) (y(0, t) - h(0, t, X)) = 0 











where 4~~ t), am, P&), I, and o(t) are Lagrange multipliers, or adjoint 
variables. CL&~) and pl(t) can be expressed in terms of h(0, t) and h(l, t). If 
gozc f Q and glzr f 0, 
PO(t) = giim~fZry~ y -z 0 (3.22) 
PlP) = - &zf,.@ 1’ :5 1 > (3.23) 
where g;=t and gl;’ can be interpreted as the left inverse when s # 1z 
1) 
go, -l = ko,rd-J-l iTo+ 7 
(3.24) 
&TV -l = kl&Y&, . 
If 
PO(t) = &I:{- If:& + 2&3&J, 09 4 (Y(O, t) - wh 6 x),1 
T = 0, (3.25) 
PlW = g;-,‘r f:& r = 1. (3.26) 
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In the remainder of the study we assume g,= # 0 and glzr # 0. Thus, the 
necessary conditions are given by (3.7)-(3.17),‘(3.22), (3.23) and 
&;m;f:rr~ - f$ + [f;,/Q - %A?(O> 0, t> w, t) - WJ t, 4) = 0 
r = 0, (3.27) 
The necessary conditions constitute a two-point boundary value problem, 
the solution of which is the optimal smoothing estimates x(r, t), u(t), and b(t). 
Initial and final conditions (t = 0 and t = T) are given for all adjoint varia- 
bles, whereas x(r, 0), x(r, T), a(O), a(T), b(O) and b(T) are free. For filtering 
the solution of the nonlinear two-point boundary value problem (3.7)-(3.17), 
(3.22), (3.23), (3.27) and (3.28) is d esired for all T > 0. Thus, it is necessary 
to convert the two-point boundary value problem into an initial value problem 
with T as an independent variable. 
If the original optimal control problem is well posed, there exists a unique 
x(r, T), a(T) and b(T) when the final conditions A(Y, T) = T(T) = a(T) = 0 
are satisfied. Let us consider a more general class of problems, namely those 
in which X(r, T) = @J(r), T(T) = cc7) and o(T) = C(O). The solution to the 
general class of problems can be denoted 
X(T, T) = $(r, T, F(r), ct7), @), (3.29) 
a(T) = z,W( T, c(*)(r), &), C(O)), (3.30) 
b(T) = z,JP)( T, c(~)(,), C), W). (3.31) 
The solution we desire is #(r, T, 0, 0, 0), +fa)(T, 0, 0,O) and #@)(T, 0, 0,O). 
Our objective is to determine the initial value problem governing 9, #(@I 
and $@). The technique for converting a boundary value problem into an 
initial value problem by imbedding the desired problem in a more general 
class of problems is termed invariant imbedding and has received considerable 
attention for ordinary differential equations. We will employ this technique 
on the present problem. 
Let us represent (3.7) and (3.10)-(3.14) by 
da 
db 
dt = dt, b, 4, (3.34) 








For a final time T + A we can write 
#(r, T + A, P(r) + Ad”‘(r), c(*’ + A&‘, do’ -j-- A&‘) 
= $(Y, T, d/\‘(r), dT’, ~‘~‘1 + #rA + .i‘:, & A@(r) dr 
+ #cdc(T) + +,c&‘~ + O(A2), 
where ~#/SC(~‘( ) f  t r IS a uric ional derivative [18]. We also can write 
(3.38) 
$(r, T + A, G(r) + AC(A)(Y), cc7) + AC(~), ~(0’ + A@‘) 
= X(T, T) + a(r, T, O(r), #(r, T, c(~+-), cc+, da’), #ca’( T, P(r), 0’)) A 
+ OW. (3.39) 
In addition, we let 
AC’“‘(~) = ,Q(r, T, c(*)(r), #(r, T, c(~‘, &‘, &=‘), z/P’(T, c’“‘(r), cc”, C(O))) A, 
(3.40) 
AC(T) = r(T, #(r, T, G(r), P’, P’), c’“‘(r), z,W(T, G(r), ctT’, C(O)), ccT’) A, 
(3.41) 
AC(O) = B(T, #(r, T, c(I), c@‘), c(A)(r), $@‘(T, P’(r), c+‘, C(O)), C(O)) A. 
(3.42) 
Combining (3.38) and (3.39) and taking the limit A + 0, we obtain the 
Hamilton- Jacobi type equation, 
9, + j: & B(r, T, ccA’(r), #, #@‘I dr + ~c,cw(T, 4, C(V)> Pa’, c’~‘) 
+ #c,co)@(T, 4, @(,>, #b’, do)) (3.43) 
= a(~, T, F’(r), I,$ fa’). 
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Similarly, we can obtain 
+ $$,e( T, a/i, C(*)(Y), I/@), cG)) = p( T, c(‘), tica’) (3.44) 
and 
4:’ + j: Y$& B(y, T, c(*)(y), 4, $(‘)> dy + &!v(T, #, C(*)(Y), $‘“‘, k)) 
+ &B(T, a,h, C(*)(Y), I/@), c(O)) = q(T, t/b(‘), &‘)). (3.45) 
The desired initial value problems for #, #co) and #(a) are given by (3.43)- 
(3.45). Let us assume solutions of the form 
#(I, T, C(*)(Y), c CT), do)) = a(~, T) - 4 j’ Pw)(~, s, T) O(S) ds 
0 
4 I-)(Y, T) ~9) - 4 Pfvb)(~, T)N, 
(3.46) 
- 
I,@‘( T, C(*)(Y), c tT), do)) = d(T) - 4 j: I’(=“+, T) c(A)(s) ds 
- J. pkW( T) ,$) - a& p(ab)( T) &4, 
(3.47) 
t,b’“‘( T, C(*)(Y), c tT), do)) = i(T) - 8 /-’ Pfblr)(s, T) C(~)(S) ds 
'0 
- & p(ba)( T)  &) - 4 p(bb,( T)  &de 
(3.48) 
When C(*)(Y) = ~9) = C(O) = 0, the assumed solutions reduce to the optimal 
estimates, a(~, T), d(T), and b(T). Thus (3.46)-(3.48) can be viewed as first- 
order linearizations about the optimal estimates in the deviations C(*)(Y), 
cfT), and C(O). This type of assumed solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi type 
equations was used in the lumped parameter case [2]. In the linear white- 
noise case (3.46)-(3.48) yield the exact solutions of (3.43)-(3.45) and 
P”)(Y, s, T) = E{(x(r, T) - a(~, T)) (x(s, T) - &(s, T))T), 
Pa)(y, T) = E{(x(r, T) - a(~, T) (a(T) - c~(T))~}, 
Pb)(r, T) = E{(x(r, T) - a(~, T)) (b(T) - &T))T}, 
P@(T) = E&z(T) - a(T)) (a(T) - ii(T> 
(3.49) 
Pa)(T) = E{(a(T) - B(T)) (b(T) - 6(T))T), 
Fbb)(T) = E{(b(T) - 6(T)) (b(T) - c!i(T))T}. 
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Thus 
p(w) = pkwoT 
, 
JXvb) = pCbdT, pkzb) = p(babT, 
P’yY, s, T) = P(““)(s, Y, T)T. 
(3.50) 
In the nonlinear case, these functions do not have a direct statistical interpre- 
tation. The equations governing these functions are determined by substitut- 
ing (3.46)-(3.48) into (3.43)-(3.49, 1’ mearizing each of the nonlinear terms 
about a(~, T), B(T), and J(T) up to first order in cc”), c(~), and C(O), and 
equating coefficients of terms of like order in cfh), c(r) and C(O). It is this 
linearization that enables the explicit determination of the governing dif- 
ferential equations for a(~, T), d(T), 6(T) and all the P functions. Substituting 
(3.46)-(3.48) into (3.43) and linearizing to first order we obtain 
’ iT(y, T) -f(~, T, f,  R, , i& , 6) - 
ss 
’ P(FV)(~, s, T) hzT(s, T, 9) Q(s, 5, a) 
x (~(5, T) - A((, T, 2)) ds ;{ ” 3 ,: !W(Y, s, T) C(~)(S) ds 
- & fjn(~)(~, T) c(~) - $ Q(o)(~, T) cb) 
- fr {P(“)(Y, s, T)f:8scc’A’(s) - P(“)(Y, s, T) [f&~‘“‘(s)]~ 
+ Ps(B”(Y, s, T)&ccA)(s)} ]“a=‘, + O(ccA)‘, cc’)*, k’s) = 0, (3.51) 
where 
dA)(y, s, T) = P~‘)(Y, s, T) - j: j: P(“)(Y, 5, T) S(<, v, T) P(uzl~(q s, T) d[ dv 
- P(“)(Y, s, T),fpT(s) - Pj”“)(r, s, T)f;(s) 
- P;$(Y, s, T)f;s(s) -f,(y) P(“)(Y, s, T) 
-&Y) Pp”)(Y, s, T) - fzvT(r) P;;“‘(Y, s, T) - Pcua)(r, T)faT(s) 
-&Y) P(“)(s, T) - Pcub)(r, T)&&$&s - 1) 
- R;‘(y, s, T), (3.52) 
L@(Y, T) = Pp)(Y, T) - j: j: P(vv)(~, 5, T) S([, v, T) Pcva)(q T) d< dv 
-f%(y) Ptva)(r, T) -&Y) Ppa)(r, T) -f&Y) P!“;i”‘(r, T) 
- P(vva)(~, T) daT -3&y) Pfaa)( T), (3.53) 
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L+‘)(r, T) = Pp)(r, T) - j: j: P(“)(r, 5, T) S(<, v, T) P(eb)(co, T) d[ dv 
-f=(r) P(“)(r, T) - &r) P17,b)(r, T) -&Y, T) P;u,b)(r, T) 
- Pfvb)(r, T) BbT - f&) Pb’( T), (3.54) 
where S([, V, T) is an integral operator, the argument of which is the quantity 
immediately following it, defined by 
~(5, v, TX.) = j’ KY(v, T) - 4, T, QT Q(v, 5, T) L(5, T, 4 S(QJ - 5) 
” hzT(5, T, 4 Q(5, v, T) h&, T, 2) QJ - v)l(*> dw (3.55) 
and f^(r) denotes f (r, T, 2, $. , sTr , d) in the above equations. In order to 
evaluate the last three terms of (3.51), we need the boundary conditions on 
PteVU)(r, s, T). From (3.8), (3.9), (3.15), (3.22) and (3.23) we have the follow- 
ing relationships when T is the final time: 
go(T, 2, 4.) = 0 Y = 0, (3.56) 
g,(T, 4 4. > 6) = 0 r = 1. (3.57) 
If we consider the imbedded final time case, i.e., co)(r) # 0, co) # 0, and 
C(O) # 0, we can obtain the following after substituting (3.22), (3.23), (3.29)- 
(3.31) and (3.46)-(3.48) into (3.8) and (3.9) and expanding about 2, ci, and 6; 
g,(T, 29% ,b^) - 3 j: [&f’(“zI’( r, s, T) + &r@%-, s, T) + &p(bu)(s, T) 
- R;l(T)&;fT S(s 7 %r - l)] c(‘)(s) ds 
- & [&P(va)(r, T) + g”,,P~‘(r, T) + @‘(ba)( T)] ctT) 
- + [&P’“b’(r, T) + $l,pP~b’(r, T) + @‘(bb)( T)] cc’) 
+ qc’AP, &P, &#) = 0 r= 1. (3.58) 
In order to use (3.56) and (3.57) as the boundary conditions for a(~, T) for 
the imbedded final time T + A and to satisfy (3.46)-(3.48), we need each 
coefficient of ctA)(r), c(‘) and C(O) in (3.58) to become identically zero. The 
same applies to the Y = 0 case. Thus, we have all the necessary boundary 
conditions, 
h,3cP(zlv)(r, s, T) + &J’?“‘(r, s, T) + R,l( T)&fv&S(s) = 0, r = 0, 
(3.59) 
&Q”VvU’(r, s, T) + &PIV.)(r, s, T) + &P(“b)‘(s, T) - R;l( T) &-;f&S(s - 1) 
=o r= 1, (3.60) 
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g l+)(r, T) + j 
0, 
Pyr T) = 0 OXI T ’ r = 0, (3.61) 
&P(yr, T) + $l,Ppqr, T) + glbPcabq T) = 0 Y-Z 1, (3.62) 
iO,P(vbyr, T) + $o,,Py(‘, T) = 0 Y = 0, (3.63) 
&zP(vb)(r, T) + &P!““(r, T) + &PCbb)( T) = 0 r == 1. (3.64) 
Using (3.27), (3.28), (3.50), (3.59), and (3.60) the last three therms of (3.51) 
can be evaluated, 
Pyr, s, T)f y(s) - Pyr, s, T) [ fzT,,c’A’(s)]s + Ps(zIV)(r, s, T)f,68c’A’(s) 
= PCUb)(r, T)gQ;f&(s) + O(P) s= 1, (3.65) 
- Pyr, s, T)fy’(S) + PCUV)(r, s, T) [ f$‘A’(s)]s 
- Ps(vv)(r, s, T)f~~sc(Ays) 
= 2P(Gw’(r, s, T) hzT(s, T, 2) Q(0, 0, T) (~(0, T) - h(0, T, a)) (3.66) 
- P”‘(r, s, T) S(0, 0, t) 
X 
i! 
l p(vB’(s , v, T) C’(v) dv + Pcwa’(s, T) cc” 
0 
f P+‘(S) T) c(q 
+ o(c’q s = 0. 
Combining (3.51) with (3.65) and (3.66) we obtain the differential equations 
governing a(~, T), P(““‘(r, s, T), P(“va’(r, T) and P(“‘(r, T), 
’ &(r, T) ==f(r, T, %4, a,, ,a> + ss 
’ PC’+, 5, T) hzT(5, T, 2) 
x Q(L v, T) (y(v, T) - Il”cv: T 4) & dv 
+ Pfsv'(r, 0, T)hzT(O, T, i>Q(O,O, T)(y(O, T) - h(O, T, a)), 
(3.67) 
P$+(r, s, T) = f%(r) PC”’ + P(“)fzT(s) + f&) PC”“’ + P;*‘)jL(s) 
+ fzJr) P:Y’ + p:?f~,(s) + ia(r) +% T) 
+ Pua’(r, T)LT(s) + j: j: P(““‘(r, 5, T) S(L v, T) 
x P(vV’(w, s, T) d< dv + P(OV’(r, 0, T) S(0, 0, T)PtVV’(w, s, T) 
+ R;‘(r, s, T), (3.68) 
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PpqY, T) = &I) Pcua) + f&Y) Pp) + f+(Y) .y + L(Y) Pcaa) 
+ P(%~,T + j: j; P(~Y, 5, T) S(<, v, T) P(oa’(w, T)dS dv 
+ P(““‘(~, 0, T) S(0, 0, T) P(va’(q T), (3.69) 
@‘)(Y, T) =&Y) Ptub) +f (Y) Pcub) +f G r (Y) Ptvb) +fa(r) Ptab) %1 +-T 
+ PWjbT + j: j; P(““)(Y, 4, T) S([, v, T) P(ub’(q T) d5 dv 
+ P(““‘(Y, 0, T) S(0, 0, T) Plvb’(w, T). (3.70) 
Similarly, we can substitute (3.46)-(3.48) into (3.44) and (3.45), linearize and 
collect coefficients of like powers of c (A), ~(7) and ~9) to obtain the differential 
equations governing ci(T), 6(T), Pfab)(T), P(aa)(T), and Pcbb)(T). The 
resulting equations are 
+ s:,: 
P”‘(5, T) hsT(5, T, 4 Q(%, v, Tj ( yh T) - W, T, 4) d5 dv 
+ P(av)(O, T) hzT(O, T, 9) Q(0, 0, T) (~(0, T) - MO, T, a)), (3.71) 
$ = B(T, 6) 
Pbzr’(L T) h,T(5, T, 9) Q(5, v, Tj ( Y(V, T) - h(v, T, Q d’ dv 
+ P(b”‘(0, T) h,T(O, T, a)Q(O, 0, T) (y(0, T) - h(0, T, g)), (3.72) 
dP@@‘( T) 
dT 
= &Wm + P(aa)&T 
+ s:j: P(Qv’({, T) S(<, v, T) PcvO’(w, T) & dv (3.73) 
+ P’““‘(0, T) S(0, 0, T) P(ua~(q T) + R,l(T), 
dPfab’( T) 
dT 
= &Wzb’ + ptab,B,T 
+ s:,: 
P(aV’({, T) S(<, v, T) P(zlb’(q T) d[ dv (3.74) 
+ P(au’(O, T) S(0, 0, T) PfVb’(w, T), 
dPfbb’(T) = - 
dT 
B,p’bb’ + p(bb’AbT 
+ j: j: P(Ob) ‘(I, T) S([, v, T) P(ub)(w, T)d[ dv + &-l(T). 
(3.75) 
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Equations (3.67)-(3.75) constitute the distributed nonlinear filter for (2.1)- 
(2.6). It is easy to check that 
p(be) __ P(ob)’ 
, 
pcavl = ptd 
> and JWnbJ = p(balT. 





a@, T) (3.67) q, 0) 
4T) (3.71) a”(O) 
0) (3.72) &O) 
P@“)(r, s, T) (3.68) P(y) s, 0) 
Ptoa)(r, T) (3.69) Pyr, 0) 
P’ub)(r, T) (3.70) Pyr, 0) 
Pcaa’( T) (3.73) P@a’(o) 
Pcab)( T) (3.74) P’=yo) 













4. OPTIMAL LEAST-SQUARE INTERPOLATION 
The sequential interpolation (fixed time smoothing) problem is inter- 
preted as choosing x(r, tl), a(t,) and b(t,), where tr E [0, T] and T > t, , 
which minimize the error criterion (2.7). This statistical minimization problem 
can be reformulated as an optimal control problem as shown in the previous 
section. In this section the approach of Kagiwada et al. [3] for sequential 
interpolation in nonlinear lumped systems is extended to nonlinear distributed 
systems. 
Reformulating the original problem as an optimal control problem, we 
want to determine X(Y, tl), a(tl), and b(t,) to minimize (3.1) subject to con- 
straints (3.2)-(3.6). If we have the optimal solution x*(r, t), u*(t), and 
b*(t), t E [0, T] which minimizes (3.1) with (3.2)-(3.6), then the optimal 
solution will satisfy the necessary conditions for optimality, (3.7)-(3.21). In 
addition, the optimal least-square interpolation solution which minimizes 
(3.1) coincides with x*(r, t) It1 , u*(t) It1 , and b*(t) It1 from the assumed 
uniqueness of the optimal solution. Hence we have the same necessary 
conditions for optimality for the interpolation problem as for the filtering 
problem. 
It is necessary to determine the Cauchy type representation of the inter- 
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polation solution on the basis of the two-point boundary value problem. If we 
consider the imbedded final time case where X(r, T) = co)(r), T(T) = C(T), 
and a(T) = c co), the interpolation solution can be written as 
X(Y, tl) = r$(tl , T, Y, C(~)(Y), d7), C(O)), (4.1) 
u(tl) = fa'(t, , T, P(Y), cc'), C(O)), (4.2) 
b(t,) = $'b'(t, , T, P)(Y), d7), do)). (4.3) 
Therefore the desired solution becomes +(tr , T, Y, 0, 0, 0), $@)(tl , T, 0, 0,O) 
and +@)(t, , T, 0, 0,O). Using (3.32)-(3.37), we can write the following 
relationship for the final time T + A, 
h(T + 4 = Q, T) + A&, T)d + O(A2) 
= C(~)(Y) + /3(~, T, P)(y),#(T, T, Y, G(Y), c(r), C(O)), 
+(@(T, T, C@)(Y), C(T), +)A + O(P). 
Also we have 
+(h, T + 4 y, A@, T + 4, T(T + 4, o(T + 4) 
= & , T, Y, C@)(Y), C(T), c(o)). 
Similarly, we have 
T(T + A) = cf7) + y(T,$(T, T, C(~)(Y), d7), C(O)), ~(A)(Y), 
+@(T, T, C(~)(Y), c (7)) c(o)), c(7)) A + O(D), 
a(T + 0) = do) + B(T,+(T, T, Y, C(~)(Y), &I, C(O)), G)(Y), 
yYb)(T, T, C(~)(Y), &), C(O)), d"))d + O(B), 
PV, , T + A, h(y, T + 4, T(T + 4, u(T + 4) 
= ~$'~'(t, , T, G(Y), &), c(o)), 
+'b'(t,, T + 4 h(y, T + 4, T(T + 4, u(T + A)) 







Substituting (4.4), (4.6) and (4.7) into (4.5), and taking the Taylor expansion 
with limiting operation d + 0, we have 
4~ + s: & P(y> T, WY), t4 Pa)) dy + +cc(w(T, $9 c(‘)(y), P), cc’)) 
+ #c,c,,,e(T, t,b, C(~)(Y), (bcb), C(O)) = 0. (4.10) 
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Similarly we obtain 
AL- @‘,tl(T 4, C’“‘(Y) I,#~) Co) ” > 7 > c )=O, (4.11) 
-t @,0(T, #, ccA)(r), x,btb), cco)) = 0, 
where 
(4.12) 
#(T, r, P)(r), ctr), 0)) = +(T, T, r, F(r), cf7), C(O)), 
I)(=)( T, G(T), cf7), C(O)) = c$ca)( T, T, C(~)(T), cc7), C(O)), (4.13) 
yYb’(T, P(r), ~9, do’) = $fb)(T, T, P’(Y), P, F). 
Equations (4.10)-(4.12) are the desired initial value problem together 
with (3.43)-(3.45) and (4.13). C onsequently we can consider only 4, $ta), 
and 4cb), since (3.43)-(3.45) generate the previous filter results. Let us 
assume the solutions of the form, as a first-order approximation, 
+(tl , T, Y, @(r), c(l), c(“)) = .i?(r, t, , T) - 4 ,: Wvu)(r, s, t, , T) C(~)(S) ds 
- g wvayr, f, , l-1 c (7) - & J$‘(~b’(r, t, , T) cb), 
(4.14) 
*’ +‘@(t, , T, F(r), c CT’, C(O)) = i!(t, , T) - 4 
! 
W(a2”(~, t, , T) C(~)(S) ds 
_ Q W(aa)(tl , ;) c(d - Q J$‘(ab’(tl , T) ~(“1, 
(4.15) 
cb’(tl , T, c(*)(r), ~(~1, C(O)) = & , T) - 4 [’ iVbv’(s, t, , T) C(~)(S) ds 
_ 4 WW(tl ,* ;) c(~) - 4 W(bW(tl , T) &I. 
(4.16) 
From (4.13) we have 
S(r, T, T) = &(r, T), 
d(T, T) = d(T), 
Li(T, T) = 6(T), 
bP’)(r, s, T, T) = P”)(r, s, T), TWaa)( T, T) = Paa)( T), 
(4.17) 
Wva)(r, T, T) = Pa)@, T), JVab)(T, T) = Pub)(T), 
Wub’(r, T, T) = Web+, T), Wb”‘( T, T) = Pba)( T), 
Wav)(r, T, T) = WV+, T), IVbb’(T, T) = Fbb)(T). 
Wbu)(r, T, T) = Fbv)(r, T), 
In the interpolation case we do not have the similar relationship to (3.50), 
since we are dealing with the quantities at t, and at T. I f  the system 
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is linear and with Gaussian white noise, then (4.14)-(4.16) yield the exact 
solution of (4.10)-(4 12) with the following statistical interpretations: 
W@@)(Y, s, El , T) = E{(X(Y, tl) - iqr, t, , T)) (x(s, T) - cqs, T))T}, 
W@@(r, t, , T) = E{(x(r, fl) - S(y, t, , T)) (a(T) - qqy:, (4.18) 
W’ab’(h 1 T) = q(&) - & , 0) (W) - J(V), 
etc. 
To obtain the governing differential equations for W’s we can follow the 
same procedure as in the filtering case. Substituting (4.14)-(4.16) into (4.10) 
and applying Taylor expansion, we can obtain 
.&(y, 1, , T) - fJ; W’ua)(yl 5, tl, T)h,% T, QQ(r;, v> T) 
x (y(v, T) - &, Z 4) 4 dv 
where 
@(Y, s, T) = W?)(Y, s, t, , T) 
l l - 
ss 
W(fJfQ(r, <, fl , T) sg, v, T)P”)(v, s, T) d[ dv 
0 0 
- W(@@)(Y, s, t, ) T)fJ(S) - Ws(vu)(Y, s, t, ) T>f<(s) 
- W$)(Y, 4, 1, , T)/!;*(s) - wyr, t, ) T>flaT(s) 
t Wtr(lib)(r, fl > ~)g:,&~.g~(9 KS - I), (4.20) 
I”“@, t1 , T) = Wp)(r, t, , 7’) 
l 1 - 
ss 
Wo4)(r, 5, t, , 2’) S(z;, v, T) P‘+JJ, T) d< dv 
- A& t1 , T) i&T, (4.21) 
s!+‘(r, tl, T) = Wp)(r, t, , T) 
- (4.22) 
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To evaluate the last three terms of (4.19) we need the boundary condition 
on W(V21) at s = 0 and s = 1. But we cannot handle the boundary conditions 
as (3.58) because of (4.18). From the analogy to the linear system with 
Gaussian white noise, i.e., (4.18), we can assume the boundary conditions 
for WtVV)(y, S, t, , T) at s = 0 and s = 1 in the form 
wcz’qr, s, t, ) T)J,‘, + w,pqy, s, f, ) T)‘& = 0; ,$ Z~ 0, (4.23) 
w(vv)(r, s, f, ) T)& + wpqy, s, t, , T)&, -t W(@qY, t, ( qg;, = 0, 
s = 1, (4.24) 
and 
g&1 ,% 4 = 0, y  rz 0, (4.25) 
g&1 ) 2, g. , d) = 0, Y-= 1. (4.26) 
Combining (3.27), (3.28) (4.23) and (4.24) with (4.19) we can obtain 
the following differential equations for .S(r, t, , T), Wcvv)(~, s, t, , T), 
Wfva)(r, 2, , T) and W(ub)(~, t, , T), 
&(y, t, , T) = ,:/; w(yY, 5, t, , T) hz*(L T, 2) Q(L “9 T) 
x (y(v, T) - h(v, T, a)) d{ dv (4.27) 
+ W(vv’(y, 0, t, , T) h,W t, $1 Q(O, 0, T) 
x (~(0, T) - WI T, 4), 
W~)(Y, s, t, , T) = WcVV)(y, s, t, , T)f&) + W;“)(Y, s, t, , T)&) 
+ W:7’(y, $3 t, , T).f&(s) + W(‘%, t, t T)f”,T(s) 
+ s:s: 
W’v”‘(r, 5, t, , T) S(5, v, T) Pc)(o, s, T) d< dv 
+ W(~U)(Y, 0, t, , T) S(0, 0, T) PccV)(w, s, T), (4.28) 
Wp)(y, t, , T) = Wtua)(r, t, , T) aa 
+ 1;s: 
W(VV)(Y, 1, t, , T) S(& v, T) Pcua)(w, T) d{ dv 
+ W(**)(Y, 0, t, , T) S(0, 0, T) Pa)(w, T), (4.29) 
W~)(Y, t, , T) = WcVb)(y t , T) fi y 
+,:,, l 
b 
W(VV)(Y, 5, t, , T) S(c& v, T) Pvb)(q T) d{ dv 
+ W(~V)(Y, 0, t, , T) S(0, 0, T) P(ab)(w, T). (4.30) 
409/39/I-S 
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Similarly, we can obtain the differential equations governing S(tI , T), 
lVav)(~, tI , T), Wcaa)(tI, T) and WcQb)(tI, T) from (4.11), (4.14)-(4.16), 
x (Y(v, T) - h(v, T, $1) 4 dv 
+ W(au'(O, t, , T) 4zT(0, T, 4 Q(O, 0, T) 
x (~(0, T) - 40, T 41, 
(4.31) 
Wp)(s, t, , T) = W'""' (tl , T>f"a%) + W(av)(~, t, , T>t(s) 
+ W?)(S, t, , T)!;(s) + @Y)(s, t, 9 T)f&(s) 
+ s:s: 
(4.32) 
Wau’(<, t, , T) S([, v, T) Pv’(w, s, T) d[ dv 
+ W(a”‘(O, t, , T) S(0, 0, T) FoV’(co, s, T), 
Wp”‘(t, , T) = W(aa)(tl , T) a ’ a 
+ I:,: 
W@@([, t, , T) S(5, v, T) Pa’(q T) d5 dv 
+ Wav’(O, t, , T) S(0, 0, T) Pa)(q T), (4.33) 
W~)(t, , T) = W(ab)(tl , T) B * b 
+ 1:s: 
W@“((, t, , T) S([, v, T) Pb)(q T) d5 dv 
+ Wau’(O, t, , T) S(0, 0, T) Pb)(o, T), (4.34) 
where the following boundary conditions on W(~“)(S, t, , T) at s = 0 and 
s = 1 are assumed for (4.32), 
Wcav)(s, t, , T)& + W8(a.U)(s, t, , T)& = 0 s = 0, 
(4.35) 
W(ae)(~, t, , T),j,T2 + W~‘)(s, t, , T)& + W(ab)(tl , T)& = 0 s= 1. 
(4.36) 
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Combining (4.14)-(4.16) with (4.12) and following the same procedure as 
before, 
d^T(4, T) = j: j: WC*% t, , T) bT(i, T, 2) Q(L v, T) 
x (Y(T T) - h(v, T, 2)) d5 dv 
+ W(*‘O)(O, t , T) hzT(O, T, a) Q(0, 0, T) 
x (~(0, T) - h(O, T, 4), 
(4.37) 
Wp’(s, t, , T) = Wtba) (tl , T,.fa’ t- W(*‘)(s, t, , T)fz*(s) 





l wyt, t, , T) S(( , v, T) l-)(w, s, T) d{ dv 
0 0 
-+ W’bv’(O, t, , T) S(0, 0, T) P’)(w, s, T), 
W$@(tl , T) = W(ba)(tl , T) A ’ a 
-1 -1 
t- JJ 
W(bv)(c, t, , T) S(<, Y, T) Pa)(w, T) d[ dv 
0 0 
+ W(*“)(O, t, , T) S(0, 0, T) Pa)(w, T), (4.39) 
W$‘*‘(t, , T) = Wcbb)(tl , T)BbT 
’ -t SJ ’ W(bv’({, t, , T) S(l, v, T) P*)(q T) d< dv 
(4.40) 
+ bbbl)(O, t, , T) S(0, 0, T) P*)(w, T), 
where the boundary condition of W(*v)(s, t, , T) is taken as 
W(*‘)(s, t, , T)jo’, + W(*‘)(s 9 t P 1, T) jT = 0 05, s = 0, 
(4.41) 
W(**)(s, t, , T)g;= + W;‘)(S, t, , T)&.+ + Wcbb)(tl , T)& = 0 s- 1. 
(4.42) 
This completes the derivation of the interpolation equations for the non- 
linear distributed system. The initial conditions for (4.27)-(4.42) can be 
obtained from (4.17) if we take T = t, . Thus, to solve the interpolation 
problem at t, , we have to integrate the filter equations first up to t, . Then 
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we have to solve the filter and the interpolation equations simultaneously 
for T > tl . 
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5.1. Example I 
5. EXAMPLES 
It is required to perform filtering and sequential interpolation for the heat 
conduction system, 
X&, t) = 0.1x,, + 0.1x2 + &(r, t), (5.1) 
x(0, t) - 0.05x, = 6,(t) Y = 0, (5.2) 
XT = 54(t) I-= 1, (5.3) 
with unknown initial condition, 
X(Y, 0) = 2 sin TX, (5.4) 
and noisy observations generated by 
Y(Yi, t) = X(Yi 1 4 [l + 7Wl i = 1, 2, 3, (5.5) 
where r, = 0.25, rs = 0.50, ra = 0.75. The dynamical disturbances are 
generated by 
&(Y, t) = O.lG(O, OS), 
Es(t) = f,(t) = O.l5G(O, I>, (5.6) 
T(t) = O.lG(O, I), 
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where G(0, u) is a normally distributed random variable with mean zero and 
standard deviation C. 
The filter equations for Q = 1 are 
G(T, q = O.l& + O.lP + i PV)(Y, ri ) T) [y(ri, T) - $(Yi ) T)], (5.7) 
i=l 
Initial conditions for (5.7) and (5.10) were chosen as 
a@, 0) = 0, 
P(wv)(~, s, 0) = 25 exp(-0.5 / Y - s 1). 
The additional interpolation equations are 









wpqr, s, t, , T) = 0.2W’““‘(r, s, t, , T) qs, T) + 0.1 Yp(c 5 t1 > T) 
- il wyr, Yi ) t, , T)P’““‘(r, , s, T), (5.15) 
wyr, 0, t, , 57) - O.O5W,‘““‘(r, 0, t, , T) = 0, (5.16) 
Ws(.v)(r, 1, t, ) T) = 0, (5.17) 
IvyY, s, t, , t1) = P("")(Y, s, t1), (5.18) 
Z(Y, t, , t1) = .qY, tJ. (5.19) 
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Numerical solution of (5.7)-(5.19) was carried out using quasilinearization 
and the Crank-Nicholson method [7] and the alternating direction method 
for (5.10). The Dirac delta function was approximated by l/Br, the mesh 
spacing. The results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for Q = 1, R;l = 0.5, 






i-Ii 1 I 
0.5 1.0 1.5 
T 
FIG. 1. True and filtered values of X(Y, 2’) at three selected locations for Example 1. 
FIG. 2. Comparison of true profile at t = 0.4 with the filter estimate, S(Y, 0.4), 
and the interpolating filter estimate at T = 2.0, &I, 0.4, 2.0), for Example 1. 
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to the true (undisturbed) trajectories. Figure 2 presents a comparison of 
the true profile at t = 0.4, the filter estimate at T = 0.4, a(~, 0.4), and the 
interpolating filter estimate of X(T, 0.4) at T = 2.0, S(r, 0.4, 2.0). The addi- 
tional observations collected from t = 0.4 to t = 2.0 are useful in improving 
the estimate at t = 0.4 through the use of the interpolating filter. 
5.2. Example 2 
We desire to estimate the state and the constant parameter a in the hyper- 
bolic system, representing a plug flow tubular chemical reactor, 
xt(y, t) + xr(y, t) = - axp, 
da 
x = 0, 
x(O,t)= 1, 
with unknown steady-state solution 
x(r, 0) = (I + ar)-I 
and unknown true value of a = 2. The observations are 
y(ri , t) = x(ri , t) (1 + 0.1 G(O, 1)) i- 1,2,3 
with rl = 0.25, r2 = 0.5, and y3 = 0.75. 
The corresponding filter equations for Q = 1 are 
& + 9, = - 8P + i PU”)(r, yi , T) (~(7~ , T) - 3Z.(ri , T)), 
i=l 
-$ = i Pv)(ri, T) (y(r* , T) - $(r! , T)), 
i=l 








- iG’(r, T) P(“)(s, T) - P(av)(r, T) $*(s, T) - Z’jF’)(r, s. T) 
- Pp)(r, s, T) - i I’(“+, ri , T) P(vv)(,f , s, T), (5.27) 
i=l 
P@)(Y, T) = - 2&(r, T) Z+)(,, T) - P!‘)(T, T) - P(Y, T)+‘)(T) 
- gl I’(““+, +< , T) Fav)(ri , T), (5.28) 
&%a, 
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Pyo, s, T) = 0, Pyo, T) = 0, 
and 
qr, 0) = 0, 8(O) = 1, 
Pvo)(r, s, 0) = 20 sin(0.87rr) sin(0.8ms), 
PV)(r, 0) = 15 sin(0.8rrr), l-)(O) = 20. 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
The numerical results for a(0.5, T) and b(T) are shown in Fig. 3. Though 
convergence is slower than in Example 1, the results obtained confirm the 
applicability of the filter for estimating parameters in distributed systems. 
FIG. 3. True and filtered values of x(0.5, !I”) and a for Example 2. 
6. REMARKS 
For discrete spatial measurements, we define a new Qa([, v, T) as shown 
by Meditch [8] as 
Q&I, vt T) = 5 2 Qdlh , yz , T) W - YJJ S(v - yz), (6.1) 
k=lZ=l 
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where 
Qd’(r, , rt , T) = &Q(Q , rz , 9 (6-4 
Thus, the integrations become discrete summations and Qd becomes a 
(nM) x (nM) matrix. 
In the case of no boundary noise, we put R;’ = R;l = 0. When gazr = 0 
or g1,7 = 0 with boundary noise, (3.25) and (3.26) give S’(s) or 6’(s - 1) in 
(3.59) and (3.60). However, in the linear case, Green’s functions or eigen- 
functions can be used to avoid the delta functions in the boundary conditions 
of Pww)(r, s, T). Then the present results coincide with previous results 
[5, 161. Also if we assume (2.1) is valid for the closed interval [0, l] and at 
Y = I, &PyY, T) g P(““)(l, r, T), then the present results reduce to 
those of Seinfeld et al. [13]. 
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